'Silver in the Sky'
Watch, Make and Share
Suitable for KS1 ages 5 - 7

Watch
Follow the link to watch the story of Silver in the Sky:
https://youtu.be/C0A7OZcqZSo

Make
Follow the link to learn how to make your own Decorative Hanging Stars:
https://youtu.be/J5NlAewreec
Or make a snapping Jabberwocky dragon puppet:
https://littleangeltheatre.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Jabberwocky-Puppet.pdf
For the Decorative Hanging Stars, you will
need:
Scrap cardboard
Around 2-3 round objects for different sized
stars e.g a small bowl & mug
Glue stick and optionally Sellotape
A pen and a sharp pencil
Scissors
A ruler
Silvery/Gold shiny paper, could be leftover
Christmas wrapping paper
String, thin ribbon or wool
A long stick or bamboo cane, 60cm+,
depends on number of stars
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Extras
Can you draw a dragon like in the story?
- Can you give it a name and colour it in?
- Can you write a sentence describing it? What can it do?
Can you think of any real animals who are scaly and look quite like a dragon?
- Bonus: Can you name the animal group that they would belong to?
Silver is a kind of metal. Can you name 3 other types of metal?
Can you name a metal that is expensive and often used for jewellery?
Find a metal object in your house and inspect it and touch with your hands.
- Can you write 5 words to describe what the object looks and feel like?
Planet Earth orbits (travels around) the Sun, but what orbits the earth?
Can you name 3 other planets in our solar system?
Can you design and draw a planet? What weird and wonderful creatures and plants might live
on this planet?

Share
Create your own Silver Stars Decoration
and hang them somewhere in your
house or bedroom!
Or create your own Dragon puppet and
give it a name and personality! Go on an
adventure to the stars!
Take a photograph of your decoration or
dragon and you can send it to your
friends, family and school!
Share what you make with us, we would love to see them!
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